Mumbai’s
Bilingual School
We at the French International School of
Mumbai are committed to cultivating a
universal integrated sensibility in your child
through our unique bilingual pedagogy and
multicultural environment.

An average student to teacher ratio of 7:1
Effective class strength of 15 students
maximum
Physical education development from
2 years of age
80% overseas faculty
A network of 522 schools present in
137 countries

Providing a
bilingual education
to your child
Speaking more than one language is an asset in
today’s globalized world, and it has become a
commonplace for people to know many.
To achieve our school’s linguistic goal, we use
the immersion method, the closest to natural
language acquisition. Our Kindergarten and
Elementary school classes are staffed by two
childhood-development experts: a native English
speaking teacher working in tandem with a
native French speaking teacher. Students spend
half of their time learning and communicating
in English and the other half in French, moving
seamlessly and authentically between these two
core languages throughout the school day.
Students attend the internationally recognised
Cambridge University English exams, to ensure a
satisfactory level of language proficiency.

A brand new
campus!
The school has shifted to a brand new building
in Urmi Estate, Lower Parel. This new campus
hosts a variety of infrastructures:
Swimming pool
Multipurpose sports grounds
Indoor sports ground with TFA
(treated fresh air)
English and French libraries

After school
activities
This year, we have rolled out more than 20
extracurricular activities; artistic, sports,
cultural and scientific activities that allow them
to have fun, develop their imagination and
discover new talents.
Some of the popular activities pursued are:
Russian ballet, coding, taekwondo, piano,
calligraphy and theatre.
We also offer French, English and Hindi
language classes, besides activities like yoga
and calligraphy, for parents who wish to level
up their skill set.

Schedule a visit with us:
We welcome students from 2.5 to 18 years of age.
The school is open for visitations from 8 am to 6 pm on weekdays.
To better understand the admission formalities and to experience the school
life firsthand, it will be ideal to visit the school premises and meet with our
school’s representatives.
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